37140 Disconnect Pliers, 45 Degree
The Low Profile Design with 45° Bend
Disconnects Fuel Line, EVAP Line Fittings and DEF Fittings in Hard-to-Reach Areas.
Disconnects fuel line, EVAP line and DEF fittings with tabs that must be depressed to disengage. Low-profile design with 45° bend allows the tool to fit between the top of the fuel tank and vehicle. Works great on Delphi two tab connectors and some import vehicles. Can also be used on some electrical connectors.

37140 Disconnect Pliers, 45 Degree. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.

81960 5/8" Carbide Scraper, 8"
Designed to Remove Gasket Residue from Steel and Aluminum Heads and Manifolds, Along with Carbon Build-Up and Even Rust.
The carbide scraper features a narrow double dip grip handle. Can be used to clean disc brake caliper slides. The Tungsten carbide tip is brazed to the 8" steel blade. The tip remains very sharp and is precision ground. Use caution when using scraper on aluminum to avoid scratching the surface.

81960 5/8" Carbide Scraper, 8". Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 5 oz.

37950 Camshaft Lock Tool for Honda
Accurately Lines Up and Holds Cams for Proper Timing Chain Alignment on Honda K-Series Engines.
Insert the pins into the camshaft pulse plates to lock the cams in place on K20 and K24 engines found on Honda and Acura applications like: Civic, Accord/Integra, CRV/RSX, Odyssey and Element.

37950 Camshaft Lock Tool for Honda. Hang Card with Bag. Shipping wt. 3 oz.
**39310 AC DISCONNECT TOOL FOR TOYOTA**
Double-Ended Disconnect Tool Works on Plastic Quick-Connect Fittings on Air Conditioning Lines on Most 1998 and Newer Toyota Vehicles. Works on the high and low-pressure air conditioning lines on many Toyota, Lexus and Scion applications. Can be used on either set of holes on the connector.

*39310 Toyota AC Disconnect Tool. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 6 oz.*

---

**17132 55 GALLON DRUM FUNNEL KIT**
15” Wide Funnel Fits into the Aluminum Adapter Which Fits Any 2” NPT Bung.

Kit comes with a splatter pad that has a porous material that allows fluid to quickly pass through into the drum. The pad material resists engine oil, transmission fluid, coolant, brake fluid, brake cleaner, gear oil and other solvents.

*17132 55 Gallon Drum Funnel. Boxed. Shipping wt. 2 lb. 9 oz.*

---

**12180 SOOT SENSOR THREAD CHASER M22X1.5**
Cleans Threads in Soot Sensor Holes.

Use with 7/8” hex socket or 3/8” square drive.

Important: Use anti-seize.

*12180 Soot Sensor Thread Chaser M22. Skin Pack. Shipping wt. 4 oz.*

---

**61840 ENGINE BARRING TOOL FOR PACCAR**
Allows the Engine Crank to Be Manually Adjusted.

Works on Paccar MX-13 engines, found on Kenworth and Peterbilt trucks. Can be used to make sure the engine rotates freely while troubleshooting other issues. Use with 1/2” square drive.

*61840 Engine Barring Tool for Paccar. Boxed. Shipping wt. 10 oz.*

---
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